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1 Call: a concept for our app strategy #VANRSL  

The city of Roeselare, one of the centre cities, developed an app strategy to guide the City through the app 

landscape and digital developments for the upcoming years: what app(s) do we develop ourselves, what 

apps do we support and what don’t we do? And furthermore, how does this app strategy fit into the larger 

technology and communication vision of Roeselare?  

We would like to submit this app strategy to experts in digital media, technicians and app developers. Your 

ideas, additions and comments will help us lift our strategy to an even richer whole. This refined strategy is 

then ready for a first tender procedure (2nd half 2021).  

Open call:  we call for experts in apps, digital strategies and app development to contact us and to engage 

in conversation.  By doing so, we aim to broaden our and your network and enrich our vision. Do you know 

someone who can undoubtedly contribute to our project? Please don’t hesitate to forward our request for 

information.  

2 Context 

The number of apps is inexhaustible and every citizen (in the broadest sense of the word) uses several apps 

according to their own insights, specific needs and usability. Apps have then more than proven their social 

right to exist.  

We must certainly consider recent research results regarding the use of digital media in Flemish and Belgian 

households. These studies show us that the smartphone is the preferred device for using the internet in 

Flemish and Belgian households, and that its importance continues to increase at the expense of laptops and 

desktops.  Groups who are less digitally skilled also have access to a smartphone. This means that there are 

a lot of opportunities to offer easily accessible services and information through an app that is able to reach 

the target audience, provided off course that the app fits the needs, expectations and reality of the users. In 

addition, the City now strongly focusses on digital inclusion and will continue to do so in the upcoming 

years.   

The question that has been on the table for a while is whether we “lose” citizens in our urban policy if we 

don’t focus more on online services that are available for smartphones? Should our smartphone not become 

an important online  channel in our “digital” town hall? Can we offer citizens custom-made information 

about things in which they truly are interested? Can we call citizens to action to use tools they really want to 

use?  

We know the pitfalls: around us we see that specific apps for the public sector come and go. The app use is 

often substandard in contrast to the development cost or the citizens did not ask for it. In addition, a lot of 

citizen needs are already met by specific apps operating in a global play field and against which our local 

government cannot or will not be a counterweight.  

Apps are not new for Roeselare. As a government institution Roeselare engages in digital transformation. 

This means that as a smart city we continuously invest in numerous digital means to communicate with our 

citizens, to collaborate, to make life easy on our citizens and visitors, to improve our services. Apps are a 

part of that. Roeselare currently uses several apps to work digitally and efficiently within our organisation. To 

the outside world we promote a lot of apps facilitating the lives of our citizens, visitors and companies. These 

apps have often been developed for a wider region, like the Hoge nood-app, Mooimakers app, the running 

city app, parking with Mobigo, etc. There are also a lot of popular apps in which we are not a stakeholder,  

but that are often used by our target groups (like Booking, Tripadvisor, Recycle, …).  
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We understand the digital context in which we live and the possibilities an app can offer, for a wider and/or 

specific target group. Therefore, as a City we looked for a way to deal with apps intelligently and to search 

for the right use in the wide sense of the word, and this from a user-centred perspective. This resulted in the 

app strategy #VANRSL, based on research and vision, including an action plan and an assessment 

framework to help us decide whether or not we develop an app within an ecosystem of apps and/or 

integrate it in an all-in-one “Roeselare app”. Over the next few years, we will continue working in 4 areas to 

concretize the app strategy:  

1. Support existing apps by providing (open) data instead of replicating 

2. Building a modular RSL app 

3. Different apps for specific goals/target groups 

4. Make our own workforce more efficient by buying or building internal apps   

 

Are you interested in this strategy? Are you willing to share your views and/or your expertise? Please contact 

the project team for an exploratory conversation.   

3 Contact 

Interested parties can contact the project team (including ICT, Strategische cel and communication)  by e-

mail.  

Project lead communication City of Roeselare - Annebeth Boudry – annebeth.boudry@roeselare.be  
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